Spiceherb flowers in “klang tomi”.

Ticklegrass flowers in “klang tomi”.

Climb-up flowers in “klang raf raf”.

Spiceherb bears seeds in “klang raf raf”.

Climb-up bears white fruit in “klang blof”.

The climb-up flower is yellow and has four petals.

The hilly region of Mundus has the most ticklegrass. In that region, 82% of the total surface area is covered in ticklegrass.

The sandy plain of Mundus is least suitable for plants. No plants grow on the sandy plain.
The plant on Mundus that grows best at higher altitudes is ticklegrass. It is the only plant that grows in the mountains.

The ringfly got its name because of the ring on its back.

Shellbeasts eat ticklegrass and ringflies.

Ringflies are herbivores.

Shellbeasts and the Mundians are omnivores.

Ringflies are very rare in “klang tomi”.

Shellbeast babies are born at the start of “klang blof”.

Shellbeasts tend to behave aggressively in “klang blof”.
The male shellbeast cares for their offspring most of the time.

On Mundus, water boils at 70°C / 158°F.

On Mundus, water freezes at 0°C / 32°F.

Objects take 7 seconds to fall 100 metres / 330 feet on Mundus.

There are 18 hours in a day on Mundus.

A huge volcano eruption took place on Mundus 150 years ago.

Mundus has three seasons that are all exactly the same length. “Klang raf raf” is hot and dry with high wind.

Mundus has three seasons that are all exactly the same length. “Klang blof” is hot and wet with low wind.
Most of the wind blows from the northwest (in “klang raf raf”).

A Mundian “dos” equals 3 kilometres.

Weather graph 1 shows the temperature on Mundus.

Weather graph 2 shows the precipitation on Mundus.

Weather graph 3 shows the wind on Mundus.

A dot stands for 1.

A line stands for 6.

A triangle stands for 36.
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hello = “terep” or “tedep”

ringfly = “fofi”

no = “ip”
town = “wom”

shellbeast = “pilo”

ticklegrass = “pluk”

climb-up = “deffe”

“waan” = spiceherb

Mundian pupils attend school three hours a day.

The history of the Mundians can be divided into three eras: “slip dok dok”, “slip kara” and “slip okke”. We are now in the “slip okke” era.

Mundians paint the sun in the form of a large climb-up flower.
Document x1 is 226 years old.

The present era began when the first climb-up flower was spotted again. That event marked the end of the dark era.

Mundians write and paint on large leaves.